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Uncovering and working to solve a problem can often ignite one’s 
passion and fuel one’s purpose.

What problems do you see around you that need addressing? 

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

Of those problems, which one are you uniquely 
positioned to solve?

Challenge I
Uncover Problems
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How passionate are you to solve one of these problems?

Spend five minutes brainstorming what would happen 
if one of the problems that you listed above was 
solved. Make note of what opportunities would arise 
and what pains or struggles would be relieved.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge I
Uncover Problems
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If you are going to live out your purpose as a leader and make a 
unique contribution, you are going to have to make the conscious 
decision to go all in. Halfway isn’t good enough.

Are you more likely to jump all in on something, stand 
back and watch it play out, or do you fall somewhere 
in between?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

What was the last thing you went all in on at work or 
school? How did it turn out?

Challenge II
Go All In
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What is something right now that you are hedging 
your bets about? What might happen if you go all in?

Have a conversation with someone you believe tends 
to go all in on things. Ask the person to describe what 
drives that type of full commitment behavior.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge II
Go All In
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Establishing more strategic priorities may cause you to say ‘no’ to 
many good, herdfollowing ideas, but these choices are what separate 
the very best leaders.

How would you describe what it means to think strategically?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

What limitations exist in your current role that keep you 
from being more strategic? Are you certain that those 
limitations exist or are you merely assuming they exist?

Challenge III
Recognize Strategy
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As a leader do you see yourself as more of a bold strategist 
or a herd follower? Are you ok with that position?

Write down some of the priorities (goals) you have 
accomplished over the last couple of years. For each 
goal, annotate if it was a bold strategic move or a herd 
like goal. For the ones that were following the herd, ask 
yourself if you missed a chance to be a bit bolder.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge III
Recognize Strategy
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It is important to get input from others during the planning process, 
but what is even more important is ensuring the “right” others are 
involved as some ideas, insights, and perspectives are more critical 
than others.

Which stakeholders truly matter and can offer you the 
best insights as a leader?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

What should you do today to build stronger relationships 
with your top customers, employees, and partners who 
can provide you the best insights?

Challenge IIII
Understand Relationships
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Reach out to one person who you believe is key to 
the success of one of your priorities. Ask that person 
to meet within you in the next two to three weeks 
to review the plans you are creating. Once you get 
someone to commit, put a date on the calendar within 
the next two to three weeks to have the conversation.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge IIII
Understand Relationships
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Effective leadership involves letting go of some things as opposed to 
trying to control everything.

Have you experienced a time when a leader let go of 
something and allowed the team to take the reigns? 
What happened?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

How have you tried to strike a balance between letting 
go and controlling? Has this served you well?

Challenge V
Let Go
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Identify one thing (big or small) that you are holding 
on to and let go of it by giving it to someone else to 
handle today.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge V
Let Go
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Sometimes the best thing a leader can do in the moment is to hit 
pause and engage the team.

In addition to time pressures, there are many other 
reasons that a leader might not hit pause and engage. 
What do you think are some barriers to hitting pause 
and engaging others?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

Who do you work with that might benefit from you 
choosing to hit pause and engage with? How and when 
could you start to better meet this person’s needs?

Challenge VI
Hit Pause and Engage
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Explain today’s lesson to a friend, colleague, or family 
member. Ask that person to share a time when 
choosing to hit pause and engaging someone else 
made a big difference. Follow up with a question 
about how he or she felt in the moment.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge VI
Hit Pause and Engage
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Take time to address the baby elephant before one grows into a 13-
foot tall, 15,000 pound pachyderm that no one can ignore.

What baby elephants have you experienced in the 
past that no one addressed? What happened when 
the elephant grew up?

Today’s Questions

Today’s Thought

Are you caring and feeding for a baby elephant right now? 
What’s the impact over time if you don’t address it?

Challenge VII
Address Elephants
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Regarding your answer to the last question about 
a baby elephant that is currently in your midst. 
Determine one step that you could take today to 
begin to address it. Take that step today.

Today’s Challenge

Challenge VII
Address Elephants
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